Development of the high durability silver mirror painting
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ABSTRACT
High quality silver mirror coating technology with various color is good processes for
decorations for molding items. We developed chemical treatment agents and procedure with
them for improving the silver mirror coating layers. The treatment A is a cleaning process for
silver layer with sodium thiosulfate aqueous solution. The treatment B is a process of improving
adhesion property of mirror coating layers with a water base solution of silane coupling agent.
Both treatments improve the durability of the silver mirror coating layers.
INTRODUCTION
Silver mirror coating is a one of attractive coating and painting technology. The silver
mirror coating technology has some problems those are degradation by oxidization against the
silver layer. For industrial use, example painting processes of mobile phone, flat panel display,
computer and other kinds of devices, the silver mirror coating layers prepared by the silver
mirror coating technology required very high durability properties. The durability properties of
the silver mirror coating layers (MCL) are not enough for industrial use.
Metalizing Finishing System (MFS[1], HYOUKAKEN Co., Ltd.) is the most excellent
mirror coating technology. We developed two kinds of chemical treatment processes for high
durability properties of MCL prepared with the MFS. The treatments are able to produce the
MCL which satisfy required specs in industrial use.

EXPERIMENT
A) Silver Mirror Coating Technology
The stuck of the multi coated layers of the silver mirror coating technology (MFS) was
shown in figure 1. The mirror coating layers (MCL) is constructed with “base coat”, “Ag layer”
and top coat”.
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Fig.1 The stuck structure of the Mirror Coated Layers.
We used the MFS (HYOUKAKEN Co., Ltd.) for preparing the MCL. The MFS is a
bland name of silver mirror coating technology. We show the typical process of the MFS as
follows.
I) Base coat preparation
1st process of the MFS is base coating. For good surface of the MCL, first of all, to
prepare good base coat . If you will be able to get fine surface conditions, you can use any kinds
of traditional paint materials. Example, urethane, epoxy, acryl and any kinds of polymer
materials for paints.
II) Ag layer preparation
2nd process of the MFS is Ag layer coating. Before the Ag layer coating, the surface of
molded items is clean up by the pure water. And activated by activator solution. Then, the Ag
solution and reduction material solution (Ag process solution A and solution B, those materials
are part of the MFS) are sprayed to the surface of molded items in same time. The spray coating
mechanism is shown in Figure 2. On the surface, the Ag ions are changed to Ag metal particle in
electrochemically. The reduction reaction is carried out on the surface of items. The reactions
shown in the figure 3.

Fig.2 The spray coating mechanism for the Ag layer.

Fig.3 Chemical equation of the mirror reaction.
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III) Top coat preparation
The Ag layer is very sensitive and reactive in the air. The layer made by Ag is going to
be oxidized easily. For industrial use, the Ag layer is required protect coating for isolating
against environment. The MFS supply top coat materials such as protective layer.
B) High durability treatment and evaluation
In this study, we developed two kinds of chemical agents for high durability treatment
process for MCL. Treatment A is a high durability treatment for the MFS base coat process.
The material of the treatment A is sodium thiosulfate aqueous solution. Treatment B is a high
durability treatment for the Ag layer process. The material of the treatment B is a kind of silane
coupling solution. We prepare the MCL with high treatment material A, B and to use both
materials.
The MCL with treatment A, B and both are evaluated by salt solution spray (SSS)
method (0.7wt% NaCl solution) and CASS test (JIS 8502). Both evaluations were carried out
under room temperature. The test specimens in initial condition have approximately 10cm
wound (about 1mm depth) for measurements.
DISCUSSION
A) The surface of the Ag layer of the Mirror Coating Layers(MCL)
We show in Figure 4 as the SEM image of Ag layer prepared by the MFS. The Ag layer
is constructed with Ag nano-particles. The size of Ag particles are about 50 nm.

Fig.4 The SEM image of the Ag layer.
B) High durability treatment A
We evaluated effects of the treatment A (sodium thiosulfate) which measured by 240
hours salt solution spray(SSS) method and 98 hours CASS test. Before the evaluation, the MCL
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samples were prepared about 1mm depth wound. The evaluations carried out with the width of
the wound after the tests. The initial width of the wound is about 0.2 mm.
Figure 5 shows the agent A concentration (treatment A) dependence of the MCL
durability. We treated the samples with 0.01wt% agent A solution.
Figure 6 shows the results of agent A treated samples after the durability evaluations.
The widths of the wounds of no treatment samples are over 2 mm. The wound widths of
treatment A samples is 0.4 mm (SSS), 0.6 mm (CASS). The durability of the MCL increased by
treatment A.

Fig.5 The durability dependence of agent A concentration.

After 240 hours SSS evaluation
After 98 hours CASS evaluation
Fig.6 The photo images of after the durability evaluation tests.
C) High durability treatment B
We evaluated effects of the treatment material B (silan coupling agent) which measured
by 240 hours salt solution spray (SSS) method and 98 hours CASS test. The evaluations carried
out with the samples those have pre-cut surfaces.
Figure 7 shows the agent B concentration (treatment B) dependence of the MCL
durability. We treated the samples with 0.5wt% agent B solution.
Figure 8 shows the results of agent B treated samples after the durability evaluations.
The width of the wounds of no treatment samples are over 2 mm. The wound widths of
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treatment B samples are 0.3 mm (SSS), 0.8 mm (CASS). The durability of the MCL increased
by treatment B. The treatment B increased the durability of the MCL.

Fig.7 The durability dependence of agent B concentration.

After 240 hours SSS test
After 98 hours CASS test
Fig.8 The photo images of after the durability evaluation tests.
D) High durability treatment A and B
We evaluated effects of the treatment A and B which measured by 240 hours SSS method
and 98 hours CASS test. The evaluations carried out with the samples those have pre-cut
surfaces.
Figure 9 shows the results of agent A and B treated (both treatment) samples after the
durability evaluations. The treatment A and B increased the durability of the MCL. The MCL
almost do not change after the evaluation test. The wound widths of treatment A and B samples
are 0.2 mm (SSS), 0.2 mm (CASS). The MCL prepared with the MFS technology with
treatment A and B have enough durability for industrial use. In figure 10, we show some
prepared items colored by MFS technology with the treatment A and the treatment B.
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After 240 hours SSS test
After 98 hours CASS test
Fig.9 The photo images of after the durability evaluation tests.

Fig.10 The mirror coating samples prepared with the MFS technology.

CONCLUSIONS
We developed the high durability treatment agents for the silver mirror coating
technology. The treatment A (thiosulfate 0.01wt% aqueous solution) is adopt in Ag coating
process. The treatment B (silan coupling agent 0.5wt% aqueous solution) is adopt in clean up
process of Ag layer. The both treatments increase the durability of mirror coating layer which
prepared with the MFS. Those treatments are able to add the enough durability in industrial use
for molded items.
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